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B&T TP9-N Pistol

B&T TP9 IMAGE

The B&T TP9 9mm semi-auto pistol is the civilian version of the B&T MP9 SMG . Click image for details.

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price:
Sales price: $1,836.00

Ask a question about this product
Manufacturer: B&T

Description
B&T TP9-N Pistol Features

Cold-hammer forged barrel

Compact lightweight and durable polymer construction

Full-length optic rail, side accessory rails
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Low-profile back up sights, rear adjustible barrel shroud wiht Tri-lug adapter for use with SD-988400-US suppressor

Translucent polymer mags compatible with APC9

Ambidextrous magazine release and safety

Short recoil, rotating barrel, closed bolt operation

OEM Forearm Vertical Grip Socket

Responding to consumer requests, B&T has redesigned the polymerframe and internals
with a complicated milling process that includes a small nub that can be used to mount a
VFG after the NFA application process is complete. The result is a TP9 nearly identical to
foreign versions.
The B&T TP9-N Pistol was designed to meet the difficult requirements of close
protection teams for a lightweight, compact 9mm PDW. The weapon is also in service
with intelligence agencies, plainclothes police, SWAT teams and military special forces
around the globe. Compared by weight, size, and ammunition capacity, the TP9 is a
class of its own. The B&T TP9 9mm semi-auto pistol is the civilian version of the B&T
MP9 SMG
Civilian legal semi-automatic pistol variant of the MP-9 sub-machinegun chambered in
9X19mm. Includes 1 translucent polymer 30 round magazine, cleaning kit, and hard
case.

Please note: Listing in for Pistol, Optic, and flashlight not included

PLEASE NOTE: If you live in a magazine restricted state we remove the hi cap mag and
will be glad to substitute with a 10 round mag IF AVAILABLE. If a 10 round mag is not
available we will remove the hi cap magazine from the shipment. We cannot
ship prohibited magazines to out of state addresses. There will be no substitutions or
discounts offered for removal of mags.
It is your responsibility to be familiar with your current local gun laws BEFORE placing
your order. Please feel free to email us with questions you may have.
By placing an order with Atlantic Firearms you are acknowledging and agreeing to all Terms and
Conditions outlined in the Terms And Conditions section.
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